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.
$\frac{(\rho(r)u’(r))’}{\rho(r)}+\lambda u(r)-B^{2}r^{2}u(r)+K(r)u(r)^{p}=0$ , $0<r<+\infty$ (1.1)
$\exists\lim_{rarrow 0}u(r)>0$ , $\exists.\lim_{\Gammaarrow+\infty}r^{N/2-\lambda/(2B)}$ exp $(Br^{2}/2)u(r)>0$ , (1.2)
, $N>2,$ $B>0,$ $\rho(r)$ $:=r^{N-1},$ $p=(N+2)/(N-2),$ $\lambda\in R$
, $K(r)=1$ , , $K(r)$ $:=\exp(-(p-1)Br^{2}/2)$ . $B=1/4$
$K(r)$ $:=\exp(-(p-1)r^{2}/8)$ ,
$v(r)$ $:=\exp(-r^{2}/8)u(r)$ , $\tilde{\rho}(r)$ $:=r^{N-1}$ exp $(r^{2}/4)$ , $\mu$ $:=\lambda+N/4$
, $(1.1)-(1.2)$ ;
$(\tilde{\rho}(r)v’(r))’+\mu\tilde{\rho}(r)v(r)+\tilde{\rho}(r)v(r)^{p}=0$ , $0<r<+\infty$ (1.3)
$\exists\lim_{rarrow 0}v(r)>0$ , $\exists\lim_{rarrow+\infty}r^{N-2\mu}\exp(r^{2}/4)v(r)>0$ (1.4)
. $(1.1)-(1.2)$ $(1.3)-(1.4)$ , (1.2)
(1.4) , , .
$\lambda\geq\lambda_{1}$ , (1.1) .
, $\lambda_{1}$ ;
$(\rho(r)u’(r))’+\lambda\rho(r)u(r)-\rho(r)B^{2}r^{2}u(r)=0$ , $0<r<+\infty$ (1.5)
$\sqrt{0}\frac{1}{\rho(r)u(r)^{2}}dr=+\infty$ , $\int^{+\infty}\frac{1}{\rho(r)u(r)^{2}}dr=+\infty$ .
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. $\lambda_{1}$ $:=BN$ ,
$e_{1}(r)$ $:=\exp(-Br^{2}/2)$ . , (1.3) ,
$\mu\geq\mu_{1}$ $:=N/2$ .
$(1.3)-(1.4)$ , $(1.1)-(1.2)$ ,
$\mu,$
$\lambda$ [10, 4, 5, 7, 8]
. $K(r)$ $:=1$ $(1.1)-(1.2)$ ,
Kavian-WeiSsler [10] , $\lambda_{*}\in(0, \lambda_{1})$ $\lambda\in(\lambda_{*}, \lambda_{1})$
$(1.1)-(1.2)$ . $(1.3)-(1.4)$
, .
$o$ (ESCObedO-Kavian [7]) $N=4,5,6,$ $\cdots$ , $N/4<\mu<\mu_{1}$ $:=N/2$
, $N=3$ , $1<\mu<\mu_{1}$ $:=3/2$
.
$o$ (AtkinSOn-Peletier [4, 5]) $2<N<4$ , $\mu\leq 1$
.
$\circ$ (Hirose [8, Theorem 1.2], [9]) $N\geq 4$ , $\mu<\frac{3N(N-2)}{8(N-1)}$
.
, , $N>4$ ,
$\frac{N}{4}<\frac{3N(N-2)}{8(N-1)}<\frac{N}{2}$ $:=\mu_{1}$




. , [7] [8] $N=5,6,7,$ $\cdots$
.
, .
Proposition 1. $K(r)$ $:=1$ . $N>2$ , (a), (b)
$(1.1)-(1.2)$ .
(a) $N\geq 4$ , $0<\lambda<\lambda_{1}$ $:=NB$ .
(b) $2<N<4$ , $\lambda_{*}:=(4-N)B<\lambda<\lambda_{1}$ $:=NB$ .
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$\mathbb{P}r\mathbb{O}p^{\mathbb{O}S^{oo}}ntn\mathbb{O}m2$ $K(r)$ $:=eXp(-(p-1)Br^{2}/2)$ . $N>2$ ,
(a), (b) (1.1) 2) .
(a) $N\geq 4$ , $\lambda*:=BN(N-4)/(2N-2)<\lambda<\lambda_{1}$ $:=NB$ .
(b) $2<N<4$ , $\lambda*:=(4-N)B<\lambda<\lambda_{1}$ $:=NB$ .
Proposition 2 $B=1/4$ , $\mu=\lambda+N/4$ .
$\mathbb{P}ropos^{9}ntio\mathfrak{M}3$ $N>2$ , (a), (b) $(1.3)-(1.4)$
.
(a) $N\geq 4$ , $\mu_{*}$ $:= \frac{3N(N-2)}{8(N-1)}<\mu<\mu 1$ $:=N/2$ .
(b) $2<N<4$ , $\mu*:=1<\mu<\mu_{1}$ $:=N/2$
$Proposition3$ , $N\geq 4$ , $(1.3)-(1.4)$
$\mu$ , Hirose [8] $\mu_{*}$ . [7] , $N=5,6,7,$ $\cdots$
$\mu_{*}$ $N/4$
, Talenti ;
$v_{\epsilon}(r)$ $:= \frac{1}{(\epsilon+r^{2})^{(N-2)/2}}$ $(\epsilon>0)$
, . $\varphi(\cdot)$
, $K(x)$ $:=\tilde{\rho}(r)=\exp(|x|^{2}/4)$ , $u_{\epsilon}$ $:=\varphi v_{\epsilon}K^{-1/2}$
, $N=5,6,7,$ $\cdots$ ,
$\int|u_{\epsilon}|^{2N/(N-2)}Kdx=\epsilon^{-N/2}(A_{0}+O(\epsilon))$ , (1.6)
$\int|\nabla u_{\epsilon}|^{2}K-\lambda|u_{\epsilon}|^{2}Kdx=\epsilon^{N/2-1}(A_{1}+\tilde{A}_{2}\epsilon+o(\epsilon))$ ,






. , [7] , $A_{1}O(\epsilon)$
. $O(\epsilon)=A_{1}O(\epsilon)$ $\epsilon$ .
(16) , $O(\epsilon^{2})$
.
Proposition 1-3 , [7]
. (1.1) , Liouville ([1, 3])
;
$v”(t)+m(t)v(t)+k(t)v(t)^{p}=0$ , $0<t<1$ (BNE)
. $(0,1)$ , $[2, 3]$
(BNE) $\circ$ . 3
, (1.1) Liouville , $K(r)$ $:=1$
$K(r)$ $:=\exp(-(p-1)Br^{2}/2)$ , $k(t)=[\eta t(1-t)]^{-(p+3)/2}$
$k(t)=[\eta t]^{-(p+3)/2}$ . , $k(t)=[\eta t(1-t)]^{-(p+3)/2}$
$k(t)=[\eta t]^{-(p+3)/2}$ , $m(\cdot)$ , (BNE)
$[2, 3]$ . (1.1)
(1.3) Liouville
(BNE) , . 3 , (1.1)
Liouville , Proposition 2





$k(t):=[\eta t(1$ $t)]^{-(p+3)/2},$ $r_{-}[h,$ $k(t):=[\eta t]^{-(p+3)/2}$ $(\eta>0)$
, $m(\cdot)$ $C(O, 1)$ ,
$m[0]$ $:= \lim_{tarrow 0}t^{2}m(t)=0$ , $m[1]$ $:= \lim_{tarrow 1}(1-t)^{2}m(t)\in[-\infty, 1/4)$
. $[2, 3]$ , ,
, , , .
(BNE) , ;
$v”(t)+m(t)v(t)=0$ , $0<t<1$ (LPE)
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. , (DC) , (BNE)
([2] ).
(DC) (LPE) , $\hat{z}(\cdot)$ .
$f_{1/2}^{1} \frac{1}{\hat{z}(t)^{2}}dt=+\infty$ , $\parallel_{0}^{1/2}\frac{1}{\hat{z}(t)^{2}}dt<+\infty$ .
(DC) , (BNE) ,
, (1.1) $\lambda\geq\lambda_{1}$ .
, (DC) .
Definfitfiom 2 1. (BNE) $v(\cdot)$ (mpidly decay) ,





$(\mathbb{P}M)$ $\delta\in(0,1)$ , $t\in(0, \delta$] , $m(t)\geq 0$ ;
, .
Theorerm 4 $k(t)=[\eta t(1-t)]^{-(p+3)/2}(\eta>0)$ . (PM) $m[0]=0$ ,
$m[1]\in[-\infty, 0]$ . , (a) (b) ,
$(BNE)$ \supset . $( a)\int_{0}^{1/2}m(t)dt=+\infty;(b)\int_{0}^{1/2}m(t)dt<+\infty$
$\hat{z}’(0)/\hat{z}(0)>-1$ .
Theorem 5 $k(t)=[\eta t]^{-(p+3)/2}(\eta>0)$ . (PM) $m[0]=0$ ,
$m[1]\in[-\infty, 1/4)$ . , (a) (b) ,
$(BNE)$ [B . $( a)\int_{0}^{1/2}m(t)dt=+\infty:(b)\int_{0}^{1/2}m(t)dt<+\infty$
$\hat{z}’(0)>0$ .





$Lexm\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} a\Theta\circ k(t)=[\eta t(1-t)]^{-(p+3)/2}(\eta>0)$ . $[t(1-t)]^{2}m(t)$ $(0,1)$
, $m[0]=0,$ $m[1]\in[-\infty, 0$ ) , $(BNE)$
.
Lemmma 7 $k(t)=[\eta t]^{-(p+3)/2}(\eta>0)$ . $t^{2}m(t)$ $(0,1)$
, $m[0]=0,$ $m[1]\in[-\infty, 0]$ , $(BNE)$
, [11]
Pohozaev .
Lemma @ $k(t)=[\eta t(1-t)]^{-(p+3)/2}$ $k(t)=[\eta t]^{-(p+3)/2}(\eta>0)$
. $[z(t)\hat{z}(t)]^{(p+3)/2}k(t)$ $(0,1)$ ,
$+ \infty\geq\lim_{tarrow 0}[z(t)\hat{z}(t)]^{(p+3)/2}k(t)>\lim_{tarrow 1}[z(t)\hat{z}(t)]^{(p+3)/2}k(t)$
, $(BNE)$ .
3 $L_{I}^{o}owviI\#e$
, (1.1) $(0,1)$ (BNE) Liouville
([1, 3] ) . , , Proposition 2 (a)
.
, $K(r):=1$ ,
$t$ $:= \frac{r^{N-2}}{1+r^{N-2}}$ , $\frac{v(t)}{\sqrt{t(1-t)}}\cdot=\sqrt{N-2}r^{(N-2)/2}u(r)$ , (3.1)
, (1.1)
$v”(t)+m(t)v(t)+[\eta t(1-t)]^{-(p+3)/2}v(t)^{p}=0$ , $0<t<1$ (3.2)
. , $\eta:=N-2$ ,
$[t(1-t)]^{2}m(t)$ $:= \frac{\lambda}{\eta^{2}}(\frac{t}{1-t})^{\frac{2}{(N-2)}}-\frac{B^{2}}{\eta^{2}}(\frac{t}{1-t})^{\frac{4}{(N-2)}}$ . (3.3)
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$K(r)$ $:=\exp(-(p-1)Br^{2}/2)$ ,
$t:= \exp(-(N-2)\oint_{r}^{+\infty}y^{-1}$ exp $(-By^{2}/(N-1))dy)$
$\frac{v(t)}{\sqrt{t}}$ $:= \frac{\sqrt{N-2}r^{(N-2)/2}u(r)}{exp.(Br^{2}/(2N-2))}$ (3.4)
, (1.1)
$v”(t)+m(t)v(t)+[\eta t]^{-(p+3)/2}v(t)^{p}=0$ , $0<t<1$ (3.5)
. , $\eta$ $:=N-2$ ,
$t^{2}m(t)$ $:= \frac{r^{2}\exp(2Br^{2}/(N-1))}{(N-2)^{2}}\{\lambda-\frac{BN(N-4)}{2(N-1)}\}$
$+ \frac{1}{4}\{1$ –exp $(2Br^{2}/(N-1))+ \exp(2Br^{2}/(N-1))\frac{2Br^{2}}{N-1}\}$
$- \exp(2Br^{2}/(N-1))\frac{NB^{2}r^{4}}{(N-1)^{2}(N-2)}$ . (3.6)
, , (DC) ,
$\lambda<\lambda_{1}$ , $\lambda\geq\lambda_{1}$ , (3.2) (3.5) .
, $\lambda<\lambda_{1}$ , $(1.1)-(1.2)$ ,
(3.2) (3.5) .
$\mathbb{P}ropos^{Q}utiom2$ (a) :
, $\lambda<\lambda_{1}$ . (3.6) ,




, $\lambda\leq BN(N-4)/(2N-2)$ , $t\in(0,1)$ ,
$\frac{d}{dt}[t^{2}m(t)]=\frac{d}{dr}[t^{2}m(t)]\frac{dr}{dt}<0$
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. (34) , $t$ $r$ , $m[0]=0$ ,
$m[1]=-N(N-2)/4<\mathbb{O}$ , , $\lambda\geq BN(N-4)/(2N-2)$ ,
$\parallel_{0}^{1/2}m(t)dt<+\infty\Leftrightarrow 2<N<4$
. , Theorem 5 (a) Lemma 7 Proposition
2 (a) .
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